Polarisation calibration of phased array observation with uGMRT
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Pulsars are one of the most polarised sources in the radio sky. Polarisation studies of pulsars provide very useful information on the pulsar radio emission process and the propagation effect of pulsar signals through the interstellar medium and the ionosphere. The state of the polarisation such as the polarisation type, percentage and polarisation angle convey significant information on these astrophysical processes.

Radio telescopes are inherently sensitive to the polarisation of the incoming radiation. Two orthogonal polarisation signals are received and carried through the receiver system as two channels, and later converted to Stokes parameters. Imperfections in the receiving feed or electronic system can cause signal to leak between the two polarisation channels, thereby altering the measured Stokes parameters. The observed Stokes parameters are generally modeled as true Stokes parameters operated on by the telescope transfer function (Muller matrix). A polarisation calibration observation is required to estimate the elements of the Muller matrix. For a single dish, this calibration can be performed by observing a highly linearly polarised pulsar across a large range of parallactic angles and fitting with suitable model to estimate the elements of the Muller matrix. Following Hamaker et. al[1], Johnston[2] developed such a methodology and demonstrated it for Parkes telescope.

In an antenna array, polarisation calibration is more involved. For the interferometry mode, cross-spectrum for every pair of antenna is separately recorded and there exists standard calibration techniques in post processing by which an individual antenna's gain is obtained by observing suitable calibration source in sky. For the phased array mode (used for pulsars), voltages from all available antennas are added to produce the equivalent of a single dish. The aggregate polarisation characteristics of such a single dish will depend on the properties of the antennas being combined, and hence the calibration needs to be carried out for every observation. Nevertheless, the methodology developed by Johnston[2] for a single dish has been demonstrated successfully for phased array of GMRT for narrow bandwidths, S. Kudale & Y. Gupta[3]. The recently upgraded GMRT (uGMRT, Gupta et. al.[4]), with larger bandwidths offers enhanced sensitivity. However it imposes challenges to carry out full Muller matrix calibration, as the parameters can vary significantly over the wide bands and need to be estimated carefully, and additional complexity is introduced.

In this paper, we start with our experience of polarisation calibration for the phased array of the original GMRT system, and describe the attempts to extend it to the uGMRT system. Further, we describe a new technique for calibration of the phased array of the uGMRT system, using an approach that avoids the need to observe a highly polarised pulsar over long range of parallactic angles. In this method, a test pulsar with a stable, well known profile and polarisation properties, needs to be observed for a short duration. By comparison of test pulsar with its calibrated profile one can obtain the parameters of the Muller matrix. We present preliminary results from this alternate method.